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Abstract 
We present a quasi-Monte-Carlo parhcle simulation of some multl&menmonal hnear parabohc equations with constant 
coefficients We approximate the elliptic operator m space by a fimte-dlfference operator We &scretlze time into intervals of 
length At The discrete representation f the solution at hme t~ = nAt is a sum of Dlrac delta measures Using the exphot 
Euler scheme, the resulting approxlmatlon at time t.+l is recovered by a quasi-Monte-Carlo integration We make use of 
a technique mvolwng renumbenng the simulated parheles m every time step We state and prove a convergence theorem 
for the method Experimental results are presented for some model problems The results suggest hat the quasi-Monte- 
Carlo slmulahon tends to gwe more accurate solutmns than a Monte-Carlo simulation, when the correct renumbenng 
techmque is used Other choices can result m sigmficant loss of effioency @ 1998 Elsevier Science B V All nghts 
reserved 
A MS classl[~atton: 65C05, 65M 15 
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I. Introduction and overview 
Monte-Carlo methods have provided effective means for solving diffusion or reactlon-&ffuslon 
problems. A motivation is the connection between reaction-diffusion equations and stochastic pro- 
cesses. Quasi-Monte-Carlo methods can be described as deterministic versions of Monte-Carlo meth- 
ods. Determinism enters in two ways, namely, by working with deterministic points rather than 
random samples and by the availabihty of deterministic error bounds instead of probabilistic on- 
vergence [15, 18]. Apphcations of quasi-Monte-Carlo methods to the numerical solution of various 
equations of mathematical physics have been developed [2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 19, 20]. 
In thts paper we are seeking a solution of a linear parabolic equation for posittve rime when its 
initial values are prescribed on the unrestricted Euchdean space N' with s/> 1. We consider here 
the case of a second-order homogeneous equation with constant coefficients. In [13] Morokoff and 
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Caflisch study this problem for the heat equation and provide a convergence proof when quasi- 
random sequences are used in one dimension. We first replace the spaUal derivatives by finite- 
differences. The discretization in space only leads to a system of ordinary differential equations 
with respect o time. We construct a weak formulation of the problem by multiplying the equa- 
tions by a test function and integrating over ~.  We introduce N particles at locations x~ °) in ~'. 
These locations are sampled from the initial data. Time is discretized into increments of length 
At. The discrete representation f the solution u,(x) at time t, = nat is a sum of N Dlrac delta 
functions 
1 
0~<k<N 
where x~ "), 0~<k<N, represent the location of the particles. To advance the solution from time t, 
to time t,+~, a forward Euler scheme is used. The resulting approximation v('+l)(x) is a sum of 
(s 2 + s + 1 )N weighed Dirac measures on W. The integral of a test function ~p(x) over ~,  with 
respect o this measure, can be written as the integral of a function 4)(')(y) over the half-open 
(s + 1)-dimensional unit cube i~+1= [0, 1)~+1: 
Z,  q)(x)v ('+l)(x) = f+.  ~(")(y) dy. ( 1 ) 
The discretization of the solution u,+l(x) is recovered by a quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation 
f /  1 
~(')(y)dy ~ -~ 
,+1 0~<h<N 
(~)(")(YnN+l~) = L '  (D(X)/'/(n+I)(x)' 
where Y0,Yl,... is a well-chosen sequence of points in U +j. 
We recall from Kulpers and Niederrelter [9] and Niederrelter [15, 18] the fundamental con- 
cepts of low-discrepancy point sets and sequences. Let 2~ =dx be the s-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. For a set X of N points xh, O<,k<N, m I', and for a subset E of U, let A(E,X) 
be the number of k, O<~k<N, for which x~ E E. The discrepancy of the point set X is 
defined by 
DN(X) = supj A(J,X)N ~( J ) '  
where J runs through all half-open subintervals of I s. The star discrepancy is defined by 
D*(X)---- sup A(J~X) )o~(j), 
where J runs through all half-open subintervals of I s with corner at O. For an infinite sequence 
Xo, Xl,... of points in D, we write DN(X) for the discrepancy of the first N terms of the sequence, 
and similarly for the star discrepancy. The discrepancy can be viewed as a quantitative measure for 
the deviation from uniform distribution. The classical error analysis for quasi-Monte-Carlo integration 
demonstrates that small errors are guaranteed if points sets with small star discrepancy are used. 
Currently, the most effective construction of low-discrepancy point sets and sequences are obtained 
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from the theory of ( t, m, s )-nets and (t,s)-sequences in a base b. The following definitions from [16] 
are basic. Let b f>2 be an integer. An elementary interval in base b is an interval of the form 
,=1 bd" bd' ' 
with integers d, >~ 0 and integers 0 ~< a, < b d' for 1 ~< l ~< s. Let 0 ~< t ~< m be integers. A point set X of 
b m points in I ~ is a (t ,m,s)-net in base b i fA ( J ,X )=b t for every elementary interval J m base b 
with ) t , ( J )=b t-m. Let t~>0 be an integer. An infinite sequence Xo, Xl .... of points m I ~ is a (t,s)- 
sequence in base b if, for all integers n/> 0 and m > t, the point set of the x~ with nb m <~k < (n ÷l)b  m 
is a (t .m,s)-net in base b. The definitions and the discrepancy bounds in [16, 17] show that the 
(t, m,s)-nets and (t, s )-sequences with the most regular distribution behavior are those with t = 0. 
In our method, the number N of particles used satisfies N = b m, with integers b and m. The 
sequence Yo,Y~,... is a (0,s + 1)-sequence in base b. To improve the efficiency of the quasi-Monte- 
Carlo method for numerical integration, a number of techniques have been developed. One such 
technique for smoothing the integrand ~blnl(y) proceeds as follows. Let m = d~ + ..- + d,, with 
integers d~ . . . . .  d~. We sort the particles into b d' subsets of level 1, according to their coordinate x~, 
then we sort the particles of each subset of level 1 into b a~- subsets of level 2, according to their 
coordinate x2, and so on. A theoretical error bound indicates the optimal choice for d~,...,d,. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the particle method used for solving 
linear parabolic equations. Section 3 demonstrates convergence of the method as the numerical 
parameters are refined. Section 4 compares Monte-Carlo and quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations on four 
model problems. Section 5 summarizes the main points and conclusions of this paper. 
2. The particle method 
We consider the initial value problem 
~; - - (x , t )= a,q (x~t) for xe  N ~, t>O, (2) 
l.J=l 
u~')(x,O)=uo(x)  fo rxE~ s. (3) 
The symmetric matrix .4 = (a,, s ) will be assumed to have constant coefficients with 
a , .~O for i% j  and a,.,>O. (4) 
Further assume that 
m is generalized strictly diagonally dominant. (5) 
One can show that A Is symmetric positive definite (see [1, Ch. 6, Section 6.1]). The initial value 
satisfies 
u0~>0, u0ELl (~ ~) and [ Uo(x )dx : l .  (6) 
JR 
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It is natural to try to construct a finite-difference operator consistent with the differential operator 
in the space variables simply by replacing the spatial derivatives by finite-difference quotients. Let 
{e(]),...,e (s)} be the standard basis for ~s. We choose Ax~ ... .  ,Ax~ so that 
a,,j 
j= l~>0 fo r i= l  . . . . .  s. (7) 
Hypothesis (5) guarantees the existence of some Ax, which satisfy (7). Let d~, and 3x, denote the 
forward and backward difference quotients in the direction of x,, 
dxV(X) = v(x + Ax, e (')) - v(x) ~xV(X) = v(x) - v(x - Ax, e (')) 
AX I ' AX  1 
Consider the finite-difference approximation of problem (2), (3) defined by 
0u 
~-(x , t )= Ox,(a,j~xU)(X,t) for xE  N ~, t>0,  (8) 
t,J=l 
u(x ,O)=uo(x)  for xE  R s. (9) 
For any t > 0, 
~ u(x , t )dx= 1. (10) 
This corresponds to conservation of mass. Problem (8), (9) can be reformulated in a weak form. 
A function (p : E ~ [0, +oo)  whose range consists of only finitely many points will be called a simple 
]'unction. We write 6~(E) for the space of all simple measurable functions on X. A possible weak 
formulation of (8), (9) can be obtained by a discrete integration by parts 
dt (p (x )u(x , t )dx= , Ox,(a,j-~x(p)(x)u(x,t)dx for (pEAa(N'), t>0,  (11) 
1,3=1 
u(x ,O)=uo(x)  for xER s. (12) 
We now proceed to approximate Eqs. (11) and (12) using a particle method. We choose integers 
d l , . . . ,  d~ and b. Let m = d~ +. • • +ds and N = b m. N particles are introduced at time t -- 0 at locations 
x~ °). We assume that these locations are chosen so that 
1 
-- X k ! x)= Z 
O<~k<N 
approximates the initial data Uo(X)dx. In order to simulate the equation it is necessary to discretize 
the time. This is done using the forward Euler scheme. The time step size At is chosen such that 
At Ax, -------~j + ~ < 1. (13) 
/,J=l ~=1 
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The corresponding finite-difference scheme is then of positive type (see [5, Ch. 20, Section 2]). 
Since we use quasi-Monte-Carlo approximations, we need a (0, s + 1 )-sequence Y in base b. At time 
t, =nAt, we have particles at locations x~ "), O~k<N. Define the measure 
1 
u~"~(x) = ~ E ~(x - xI"'). 
0~</~<N 
The method evolves the particle positions by a fractional step iteration. For each timestep the se- 
quence is as follows. 
• We begin by renumbering the particles. The locations are labeled x, ("), with a=(al .... ,a,) and 
0 <~ a, < b d' , so that 
al =bl,...,a,_l =b,_i, a, <b, ~ x~",) <<.x(b", ). (14) 
• Next we define an approximation v (n+t) to the solution at time t,+l. Put 
1 
At f~, ¢P(X)(V("+l)(x) - u(n)(x))= ~ fR, Ox'(a''/-~x'tp)(x)u~")(x)" 
t,./=l 
In other words, 
l ( S a'J ^'x(")- Ax, e°)) 
~k t,J=l 
a,,j (p(x(,) _ Ax, e(, ) + Axje(j)) - A t  
l,J:l ,#j 
a~.j a,,, 
+ 1 -- At Ax, Axj + ~ (P(X~")) 
z,J=l = 
,.j:l Ax~x j  ~t " +Axje( J))  " (15) 
• It remains to specify the discrete measure u ~"+1) by means of which the solution at time tn+l 
is approximated. This is accomplished by a quasi-Monte-Carlo integration. If a=(a l  . . . . .  as) is 
a multi-index with integers 0 ~<a, < b a', then c, is the characteristic function of the interval 
n[a a+l) I '= bd, bd ' . 
t=l 
For 1 <<.i<~s, let Z-, be the characteristic function of the interval 
I_~= [~-'~ At ~--~ ag'j At ~--~ a',l + At ~-~ao, J )  
- - , /~  
0:,+1 Ax~ j:l Axj Ax, Ax~ o:, S-~x. s'=l+l j= l  
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For integers 1 <<.i<j<<.s, let Z-,.j be the characteristic function of the interval 
• q=,+iAxqh=l~ Ax, - - '~  Ax,, Axh Ax, ~ " 
h=l+l  /akxh q=z+l h=l  h=j  
We call Z0 the characteristic function of the interval 
I0 = ,=, ~--~x, j=, ~-~xj ,1 -  
Similarly, for 1 ~<j ~<s, let Zj be the characteristic function of the interval 
Ij= 1-  ~ Ax, 1-  a,.h At a,.j 
and for integers 1 <~j<i<<.s, let Z-,,j be the characteristic function of the interval 
[ ~ At ~-~ao. h At ~-~ aq,___L,l_ ~--~ At ~ aq, h /Xt ~--~ ao, j )  
h=j+ I q= 1 q=t h=j+ 1 = 
We associate with each simple function q~ on ~ a simple function q~¢") on I '+~ such that 
~ ~p(x)v'"+')(x)= f+, ~'")(y)dy. (16) 
More precisely, ~b ~") is defined by 
~(n)(Y)= ~ ca(Y') ( ~ ~p(x:~) Ax'e('))Z-'(Y~+' ) 
+ ~ (o(x~. ") - Ax, e ~,) + Axje(J))Z_,,j(y~+l ) + ~p(x(~"))Zo(Y~+l ) 
l,J--] ,#j 
+ ~-~q~(x(~")+j=, Axle(J~)Zj(ys+l)) for y=(y',y~+,). (17) 
Then we set 
1 , (O(X)U(n+l)(x)= -N Z ~{n)(YnN+k)" 
0~</~ <N 
To summarize the algorithm, each of the N particles is moved by a quasi-random displacement, at
every time step. Each integer k, O<~k<N defines a multi-index aI")(k) by 
a~")(k ) = ( Lb a' Y.N+~., ] .... Lbd'Y.N+k.~A ), 
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where [wj denotes the greatest integer ~< w. 
_ (n+l )__x (n)  __ mxte( t ) ,  I f  YnN+k,~+l C I_, then x k -- a,,,~k) 
i f  YnN+k,~+l EI_~j  then _(n+l) .(n) _ Ax,  e(, ) %. Axje(j~, • .IL/~ = .,~at,,l(k ) 
oo(n+l )  = x(n)  if Y,x+~,~+l E Io then ,t~ ~,,,,Ik), 
(n+l )  (n) 
if Y,N+~.~+~ C Ij then x~ =x ,,,,~k ) + Axje ¢jl. 
(18) 
3. A priori error estimates 
In this section we state and prove a priori error estimates for the particle method. As is usual with 
particle method error estimates, convergence is shown in a weak sense. We write u,(x)= u(x,t,) 
and X ~n) is the set of  all particles -'t") A meaningful concept of discrepancy may also be defined "~a • 
with respect o a continuous distribution function on ff~s. More explicitly, let v be a function on ~ 
such that 
v~>0, vEL~(~ ) and J~, v(x)dx= 1, (19) 
and let X be a set of N points in ~.  Then the expression 
D~(X; v) = sup A(% f v(x)dx 
may be called the star discrepancy of X with respect o v. Here the supremum is extended over all 
half-open subintervals Jz = l-I~=l(-c~,z,) of  ~ (see [7] for details). We call ~Pz the characteristic 
function of J: and we write 
Let 
' L : - , a 
I.J=l 
We refer to ztn)(z) as the truncation error. For the error analysis of  the scheme, we need an error 
term 
e(n)" ~ 1 X tZ) = ~ Z ~ D~,(a,.jDx, qg:)(x:')- ~, ~ Ox,(a,,lDx,~pz)(x)un(x)dx. 
a I,J=l t , j=l  
To the characteristic function ~Pz on ~s there corresponds a characteristic function q~") on P+~ by 
(17). We introduce the error of the quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation 
CI9 z (YnN+k ) -- c5~ ) (z ) :  ~ ~ '") qb'z,)(y)dy" 
O<~k<N +' 
32 
Then it is easily seen that we have the recurrence formula 
aiv'~"+l ).(Z ). = d(N~)(Z ) + Ate~)( Z ) -- Atr(n)(Z) + 6~)(Z ). 
We put 
Z ~-') = Z + Ax, e °), z (J) = z - Axje ~j) for 1 <.4 j~s ,  
z ~°) =z ,  z ~-''j) =z  + Ax, e u) - AJge ~j) for l~<i #j~s .  
We observe that the error term can be written as 
e~)(Z) = £ a',.~tJ t',4U')t.A-,)'~ _ dCN'O(Z~-,,J)) _ d~N")(Z) + d~N")(Z(J))). 
,4=1 Ax, Axj ~"N ~'- j 
The truncation error satisfies 
I~")(z)[~< ,-~(x, dxdt. 
(20) 
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(21) 
for l~ i  e j<~s,  
J_,,j. Define the sets 
F(n) I z., = U i.' x J, for -s<~i<~s, 
F(n) I z,-,,j = U i; x J-,4 
Oil l )  X a <Z (-~ 
G(n) =z.-~ U I,~×J-,.~+l for l~<i<s,  
Xlan) < Zl--s ~ 
Now let us estimate 16~)(z)[. The notation x<y will mean that x, <y,  for every i. The definition of 
q~n) shows that q,~n) is the characteristic function of  
e~ " ) :  U I ;x I ,  U U i/,xl_,,,. 
x~ '~ <z o~ x~" <z ~-' J~ 
Thus 
(~) (Z)  LA(~(n)  y(n))  (n) = - 2,+,(e~ ), (23) 
N z 
where Y(") is the point set consisting of the y/ with nN<<.g<(n + 1)N. We split up ~}") into the 
disjoint sets 
E(")= U / . ' x I ,  fo r - s<. i< .s ,  Z,I 
X(a tll <Z~t) 
E~z,~-~,4= U I ' x I _ ,  4 for l< . iC j<.s .  
Xlanl <Z(--I J) 
We associate with each interval I, = [min,, max,) an interval J, = [0, max,) and similarly for I_,,j and 
(22) 
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z.-~ "z.0 = I.' × J - I ,  "-'z.l :
x~" < z'°' x':'< ~"' 
G("~= U I" xJ_~j_l for l<j<~s, Z.I 
X~I) <ZI I) 
G~n)z,-w : U i" xJ_,j+i, for l<. i<j<s, 
XCa u) <~,~( --t t) 
Gc"I:.-,,~= U l'×J_,+l,j for l<~j<sandj+l<i<<.s, 
X~n) ~Z[ - t  I) 
G(n) U ~_,,~= I" xJ_,_l for l<~i<s, 
G(n)  I ~,-j-1.j: U /~x J j  for l<~j<s. 
X(an) <~(--I-- I  II 
/~' x J0, 
G (") and each E (") is the set-theoretic difference Each -z. F("), is the set-theoretic difference of Fz(, "), and -z., z.-,,1 
of F:~.~,.j and GIzT)_,.j. Therefore we obtain 
t=- -s  t=- -s+ 1 
t , j= l  - -  t , j= l  "~'s+l~'~"JZ'--t' J  " 
,~j t4j 
(24) 
Since J~=l, Fz~.7) can be represented as the disjoint union of elementary intervals in base b with 
measure b-m. Using the fact that Y~") is a (O,m,s + 1)-net in base b, we obtain 
1A(F(,) ' y(,)) (,) _ - ) - o.  (25)  
Now we wish to estimate the other terms. We will make use of the following result. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a (t,m,s)-net in base b. 
(i) for any interval J contained in an elementary interval in base b of volume b '-m, 
~A( J ,X )  - 2~(J) <~b '-m, (26) 
(ii) for any interval of the form J = J '  x [0, ~s), where J' is an (s - 1 )-dimensional elementary 
interval in base b and 0 <~  <~ 1, 
A(J,X) - (27) 2s(J) ~<b t-re. 
The proof of this lemma is reported in [16, Lemma 3.4]. The following lemma is an improvement 
on a result of Niederreiter [16, Lemma 3.6]. 
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Lemma 2. Suppose X is a (t,m,s + 1)-net m base b and d~t  is an mteger. Let J be an interval 
of the form J = J ' x  [0, ab -d) x [0, ~+l ), where J' is an (s -  1)-dimensional e ementary interval in 
base b with 2~_1(J')= b a-m and where a is an integer with O<<.a<~b d and 0<~<<. 1. Then 
1A( J ,X ) -  2~+I(J) <~ [~- (d -  t )+ ~l bt-m. (28) 
Proof. If d = t, (28) follows from (26). If a = b a, (28) follows from (27). Now let d > t, a < b a be 
given. We write the digit expansion of a in base b 
d- I  
a = ~ ~jb j. 
J=0 
The interval [O, ab -a) can be represented as the disjoint union 
d- I  ~- I  
[O, ab -a) = It_, U U U lj.k, 
j=t /,=0 
where 
/t--[ z 
Thus 
[ '-± O, J=t 
~_. e/b/-d + kb j-d, c~/b/-d + (k + 1)b j- J  . 
/=J+l /=J+l 
d- I  ~- I  
J = J '  x / t - i  × [0,~+,)U U Ufx I ,  4 x [0,~+,). 
j=t /~=0 
By Lemma 10), 
A( fx  I,_, x [0, ~ - )) +l) ,X) 2~+l(J' X/ t -1  X [0,~s+l ~b t-m, 
and by Lemma lOi), 
A(S xl j4 x [0 ,~,+l) ,X) -  )~,+l(J' x 1/./~ x [0,¢~+1)) <~b '-m, 
Therefore 
-~A(J,X) - 2~+,(J) <~(~ + 1)b' m 
where 
d- I  
O{=Z~ 1 • 
l:l 
(29) 
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By treating 
K =J '  × [ab -a, 1) × [0,~+l)  
in a similar way, we obtain 
IA (K ,X)  2s+l(K) ~<((b -  1 ) (d - t ) -7+l )b  '-m. 
Furthermore, J U K -- J '  × 1 × [0, Cs+l ), hence by Lemma l(ii), 
IA ( j  0 - 2~+~(J U ~<b t-m, K,X) K) 
and so 
A( J ,X ) -  )o,+~(J) <. ( (b -  l ) (d  - t) - ~ + 2 ) b t-re. (30) 
Maximizing over 0~<c~<(b-  1 ) (d -  t) the minimum of the right-hand sides of (29) and (30), we 
obtain the result of  the lemma. [] 
We are now able to prove 
Proposition 3. The error oJ the quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation satisfies 
I'~'(z)l ~<2s(s + 1) L 2 "+ ~--~ + s(s + 1) ~-~' ~.  (31) 
t= l  
Proof. For z~ E ~, define 
A'," '(z,)= {:x, :V(:~2,.. ~,) x ~'~ <z,} ,  
_a*l")(zl ) = maxA~l")(zl ) + 1, 
~(n). 
, ( z , )  = {~, "3(~2 . . . . .  ~ , )  x ("~ :q, ,~,,I ~Z I} '  
~ll")(zl ) = max A~l"'(zl ) + 1, 
where max 1=-1  if 1= ~. Since the points x ~"~ are ordered so that 
a, < b, ~ xC.", ~ ~< x~", I, 
we have 
al <aCl")(z,)=~V(a2 . . . . .  a,), x~,)<z,, (32) 
x(,,nl I <zl =~ al <~(l')(zl ), (33) 
a(,")(z, )~<ac,")(z, )~<a',")(z, ) + 1. (34) 
36 C 
In a general 
m(n) t ,~  
t I.~1., 
a(n)ta 
_~ I, 1, 
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setting, for O<<.a~ <b d' . . . . .  O<<.a,_l <b d'-' and z, E ~, let 
,a , _ , , z , )={cq "V(~,+I,.. ~)  x C") <z,}, 
. . . .  ~ a l ,  ,(2l_r,~ct, ,~¢~,1 
. . . ,a , _ l , z , )=maxAl" ) (a l , . . . ,a , _ l , z , )  + 1, 
~(n) .  
, ta,,  , a , _ , , z , )  = {~l  "~(o{ ,+ l , . .  O~s) X (n) <ZI} ,  
~l")(al, . . .  ,a , _ l . z , )=  maxA<,")(al . . . . .  a,_ l ,z , )  + 1. 
Because the points x~ ") are ordered so that 
al b~,.. a,_l b,_l, a ,<b, - -  t">~ (") = . ,  = : : :~Xao %-%Xb, t , 
we get 
a, <a_(,")(a, . . . .  ,a ,_ , ,z , )=>V(a,+, . . . .  ,a,~), x(.",)<z,. 
x<.;] <z, => a, <al")(a, . . . . .  a,_i,z,),  
a(,">(al . . . . .  a,_,,z,)<.a~")(al . . . . .  a,_l,Z,)<.a(,n)(al . . . . .  a,_, ,z,)  + I. 
The notation a-< a~")(z) will be used to indicate that 
(n) a, <a<l")(zl), . . . ,a~<a~ (a, . . . . .  a~_,,z,), 
and similarly for a -< ~")(z).  Define 
F(') U ' F(") .7..1 = I~' X J,, __:,, = U l 'x4, 
a-<~"n(z"~ ) 
= U r×J,U...u U /×4.  
a t (z I )<<.al<a I (z t ) a, (a I , .a, ~,z, )~a ,<a,  (al, . a , _ i . z  , ) 
(3s) 
(36) 
(37) 
1A¢F( , )  ' y~,)) c,) ~ (n) 1A(F  (n) yU',)) _ ~ +r.<.) N ,--z., - 2s+'(Fz" ) -/~'+'(OF'z" ) <" N- ' -  z . . . . .  .,+'~'Z., )
1 A.~.> y<.)) ~ +-e<") - (aFL , ) .  ~<~ t =, , ,  :o~+l~,~,,)+)~+l <") 
The set F <n) .___=.,can be written as the disjoint union of  at most b a ' . . .  b a'-' intervals of  the form 
s ) . . . . .  
1-I bd,, ' ba,m x be., x J,. 
h=l  
From Lemma 2 we get then 
(38) 
<",, - ' " '  >" ' \ r+ aF'"' Thus It follows from (32),(33) and (35), (36) that _ . ,  _ _ . ,  CFz.  , . Furthermore -z.,,----z., C z.,.
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The same result holds if i ¢tn) is replaced by F(~ On the other hand, (34), (37) show that =----Z, l --Z,I " 
&+I(~F~., ) ) ~ bd,,. 
h=l 
Together with (38), this yields 
1 LA(F(n),y(n)) - /~s+l (F : ,n l} )~ l~-~---ds-{ - ~J -~7 -{- ~ ~Tdh ~q(,]t). (39 ,  
N " z,, h=l 
Now (39) holds with vz, ,g;-{~), _b -'{~)z._,J or G(")z,-,,j in place of -i¢{~lz,, • The result of the proposition follows 
from (24) and (25). [] 
Let us now prove the convergence of u C~) to u, in a suitable weak sense. 
Proposition 4. The star discrepancy of X (~ with respect o u, satisfies 
d2u 
O~l(x(n)'~Un) ~ o~(g(°);Uo)-~- At for" £, -~(x ,  tl dxdt  
( lb  ~ ~1 2 ~--~ l )  
+ns(s ÷ 1) ds + ~,  + ff~, . (40) 
t=l 
Proof. We denote by 6N the term on the right of (31 ). The estimate 
~t,,+,£, ~2U t )dxdt  D~(Xtn+l); un+l ) <~D~(X{n); un) + At ~(x ,  ~- (~U 
follows trivially from (20),(21),(22) and (31). This proves the proposition by repeated 
application. [] 
Remark 5. In two dimensions or higher, there are many chomes for d~ ..... d, with d~ +. - .  +d~ =m. 
The optimal choice will minimize the right-hand side of (40). 
4. Computational examples 
In this section we report on some numerical experiments with the particle method (PM) and a 
Monte-Carlo (MC) scheme for the parabolic problem (2),(3) m one or two space dimensions. The 
MC scheme is obtained as follows: 
• no renumbering of the particles occurs, 
• the (0,s + 1 )-sequence in base b is replaced by a sequence of pseudo-random numbers. 
We study four sample problems whose solutions can be found analytically and the errors obtained by 
using PM and MC approach are compared. The discretization i space only is a well-studied subject 
in numerical analysis, so we estimate the star discrepancy of X Cn) with respect o u~C)(x)= u(C)(x, tn). 
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In two space dimensions, the computation time for the exact star discrepancy would be prohibitive, 
therefore the practical error is measured by computing 
D , ( j ,X ( , ) ; .  (~),_ A(J X) f dx ,,, j -  sup u~')(x) , 
JCfl 
where j is a well-chosen family of subsets of ~2 (see below). In one space dimension, J is the 
family of all subintervals of ~ of the form ( -oc ,z )  and 
D,~(y,X( , ) ;  (c) (41) u, )=D*(X( ' ) ; "  (c), U n ], 
The convergence rate N -p is estimated by calculating the error exponent 
= - log( / )*  (y ,  x ) ) ) / log  N. 
All simulations are conducted by first sampling N = b m particles from the initial data. The samphng 
is done by mapping a (0,m,s)-net in base b, ~ to ~.  We need a (0,s 4- 1)-sequence m base b, Y 
for the quasi-Monte-Carlo approximations. For the simulations, we use the Faure sequence [6] in 
base b, where b is the least prime ~> s 4- 1. And z" is the point set consisting of the first b m terms 
of PY,  where P is the projection defined by 
P(xj . . . . .  x~+l ) = (xi . . . . .  x~) for (xl . . . . .  x,+j ) E 1 '+1. 
In the first set of tests we consider the heat equation 
~U (C) c~2U (c) 
O~--(x,t)= c~x2 (x,t)  fo rxE~,  t>O, (42) 
u(~)(x,O)=uo(x) for xE ~. (43) 
Here the sampling from the initial data is done by mapping ~ to ~ using the inverse function of 
f, Uo(X) = Uo(W) dw. oc 
The first model problem has Gaussian initial data and solution 
-~-1 e-~-" (44) uo(x)  = " 
u(~)(x,t)= 1 e_X2,(l+4,). (45) 
v/r•( 1 4- 4t) 
For the simulations, the spatial grid spacmg is ZXx = 0.2. We advance up to T = 1.0 with a time step 
At = 1.0.10 -2. This time step size is determined by 
2At_  1 (46) 
2xx z 2 
(see condition (13)). Fig. 1 shows the error and the error exponent of the PM and the MC scheme. 
Note the difference in vertical scales. 
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Fig 1 Model Problem 1, N =2~°,211,212,213 Top panels show MC results, bottom panels show PM results. Thick hnes 
correspond to large N. 
Model Problem 2 has a discontinuous initial data 
~/0(X)----~[ 1:2,+1/2)(X) ' (47) 
[ -5 ,  +5)" This leads to a solution where  Z[-l'2,+1.2) 1S the characteristic function of  the interval ~ 
u")(x,t)=~ 2v/7 )-eft 2v~ ])' (48) 
where erf is the error function. For the simulations, the spatial grid spacing is Ax=0.01 .  The 
solution is computed up to time T = 1.0. We choose a time step of At = 2.5 .10 -5 which satisfies 
(46). Fig. 2 compares the error and the error exponent obtained in solving Model Problem 2 using 
the PM and the MC scheme. Note the change of  scales. 
We see m Figs. 1 and 2 that quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation clearly outperforms standard Monte- 
Carlo simulation. The PM error with N = 21° particles is significantly less than the error for the MC 
simulation with N=T 3 particles. The convergence rate of  the error improves from N -°55 for the 
MC method to N -° 85 for the PM approach, whereas the bound from Proposition 2 has a convergence 
rate of  log N/N. 
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Fig. 2. Model Problem 2, N =2t°,211,212,2 j3. Top panels show MC results, bottom panels show PM results. Thick hnes 
correspond to large N. 
For the second set of tests, we solve problem (2),(3) in two space dimensions with 
A= -1 /2  5/2 • 
We derive (2) from the heat equation by using the change of variables 
1 11 
x2 - Y2 
Put 
vo(y)= 3Uo(X) and vCC)(y,t)= 3u~C)(x,t). 
I f  
vo(y) = v0,1 (Yl)v0,2(Y2 ), 
the sampling from the initial data is done by mapping ~ to R 2 using the inverse function of 
Vo(y) = (ff'vo.l(W,)dWl,fY2vo.2(w2)dw2), 
and then using the change of variables (49). 
(49)  
(50) 
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Fig 3. Model Problem 3, N=37,38,39,31°. Top panels show MC results, middle panels show PM results with 
N =32+5,33+5,33+6734+6 and bottom panels show PM results with N 35+2 35+3 3 6+3 3 6+4. Thick hnes correspond to 
large N 
The third model problem has smooth initial data and solution 
2 e_2(Sx~+2r,x2+2x~)/9 ' 
uo(X) = 
2 e_2(5x~+2x,x2+2x~)/9(l+4t ) 
uC~)(x't)= 3rt(1 + 4t) 
(51) 
(52) 
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Fig 4 Model Problem 4, N =37,38 .39 ,31°  Top panels show MC results, middle panels show PM results with 
N = 32+5,33+5,33+6,34+6 and bottom panels show PM results with N = 35+2,35+3,36+3,36+4 Thick lines correspond to 
large N 
For the mmulations, the spatial steps are of  size Ax----0.2. We advance up to T = 1.0 with a time 
step At = 10-2/3. This time step size is determined by 
6At  1 
£xx 2 - -  2 (53)  
(see con&tion (13)).  Here / is the family of  all subintervals of  ~2 of  the form 
( -~,z l )  × ~ or ~ X (--OO,Z2). 
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Fig. 3 shows the error and the error exponent of the PM (with two choices of & and d2) and the 
MC scheme. Note the difference in vertical scales. 
Model Problem 4 has a discontinuous initial data: u0 corresponds to 
vo(y) = Z[-I, '2,+1,,2}(Yl )Z[-1,, '2,+l/2)(Y2 ). (54) 
Then u"~(x,t) corresponds to 
lI-I(erf(Y'+l/2"~ erf (Y' 2v/~/2 ) . t#)(Y't)=4,=l k k Zx/~ J - ) (55) 
For the simulations, the spatial steps are of size z2xx = 0.05. The solution is computed up to time 
T=0.1. We choose At=(25/12)10 -4 which satisfies (53). Here ~.¢ is the family of all subsets of 
~2 of the form 
X "x  I - -  X 2 ~ ~ z  I o r  x : 2Xl + x 2 ( -7 2 . 
Fig. 4 compares the error and the error exponent obtained m solving Model Problem 4 using the 
PM (with two choices of d~ and dE) and the MC scheme. Note the change of scales. 
We see in Figs. 3 and 4 that Particle Method (with the optimal choice of dj and d2) still clearly 
outperforms Monte-Carlo approach, although not to as large an extent as in one dimension. The 
same error level is attained by the PM with N = 38 particles and by the MC simulation with N = 3 m 
particles. The convergence rate of the error improves from close to N -° 50 for the standard method, 
as expected, to N -°65 for the quasi-random ethod, while the bound (40) predicts a convergence 
rate of logN/x/N. On the other hand, the results exhibit that use of quasi-random ethod with 
non-optimal reordering of particles will fail to improve on pseudo-random Monte Carlo. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have taken a step toward our goal of a pamcle method for parabolic problems. We have 
presented a quasi-Monte-Carlo scheme for linear parabolic equations with constant coefficients and 
where the elliptic operator only includes derivatives of the highest order. For the semi-discretized 
equation, convergence is proved for a simulation using reordering of the particles at each time 
step. We have made a comparison of the method with Monte-Carlo method. The results suggest 
that the quasi-Monte-Carlo scheme works better. Of primary importance appears to be the way to 
do the reordering. The error bound indicates an optimal choice. A comparison of this bound with 
experimental results shows that the bound is somewhat pessimistic. 
In other papers [4, 12] we have used quasi-Monte-Carlo schemes for solving linear integro-differen 
tlal equations. By making use of the same technique involving renumbering the particles in every time 
step, we prove convergence as the numerical parameters are refined. The computational comparison 
of the method with Monte-Carlo method indicates that the quasi-Monte-Carlo scheme is superior. 
We will explore the possibility of adapting our method to the more general case when variable 
coefficients are permitted. We will also explore the effect of lower-order terms. 
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